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Original article 
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A B S T R A C T   

Background: Factors driving increased innate immune cell activation in multiple sclerosis (MS) brain are not well 
understood. As higher prevalence of microglial/macrophage activation in association with chronic lesions and 
diffusely in the normal appearing white matter predict more rapid accumulation of clinical disability, it is of high 
importance to understand processes behind this. Objective of the study was to explore demographic, clinical and 
paraclinical variables associating with later positron emission tomography (PET)-measurable innate immune cell 
activation. 
Methods: PET-imaging using a TSPO-binding [11C]PK11195 was performed to evaluate microglial activation in 
patients with relapsing-remitting MS aged 40-55 years with a minimum disease duration of five years (n = 37). 
Medical records and diagnostic MR images were reviewed for relevant early MS disease-related clinical and 
paraclinical parameters. 
Results: More prominent microglial activation was associated with higher number of T2 lesions in the diagnostic 
MRI, a higher immunoglobulin G (IgG) index in the diagnostic CSF and Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS) 
≥ 2.0 five years after diagnosis. 
Conclusion: The number of T2 lesions in MRI, and CSF immunoglobulin content measured by IgG index at the 
time of MS diagnosis associated with later TSPO-PET-measurable innate immune cell activation. This suggests 
that both focal and diffuse early inflammatory phenomena impact the development of later progression-related 
pathology.   

1. Introduction 

Innate immune cell activation in the central nervous system (CNS) is 
a prominent pathological feature of multiple sclerosis (MS) which can be 
assessed in vivo using positron emission tomography (PET)-imaging and 
radioligands binding to the 18 kDa translocator protein (TSPO) (Banati 
et al., 2000; Giannetti et al., 2015; Rissanen et al., 2014). Compared to 
healthy controls (HC), MS-patients display increased 
TSPO-PET-measurable microglial activation in the normal appearing 

white matter (NAWM) and in thalamus (Rissanen et al., 2018). This 
phenomenon is most pronounced in advanced MS, and increased 
TSPO-binding also predicts later disease progression (Sucksdorff et al., 
2020). Microglia and macrophage activation at the edge of chronic le-
sions and in the NAWM associate with MS disease type, disease severity 
and future progression, but factors promoting and maintaining the 
increased innate immune cell activation in MS brain are largely un-
known (Frischer et al., 2015; Lassmann, 2018; Luchetti et al., 2018). 

In early MS, peripherally activated T cells enter the CNS through 

Abbreviations: MS, multiple sclerosis; PET, positron emission tomography; TSPO, translocator protein; HC, healthy control; NAWM, normal appearing white 
matter; BBB, blood brain barrier; IFN-γ, interferon γ; TNF-α, tumor necrosis factor-α; RR, relapsing-remitting; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; 3D, 3-dimensional; 
FLAIR, fluid-attenuated inversion recovery; EDSS, Expanded Disability Status Scale; IgG, immunoglobulin G; DVR, distribution volume ratio; ANCOVA, analysis of 
covariance; DMT, disease modifying treatment; ARR, annualized relapse rate; IgM, immunoglobulin M. 
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blood-brain barrier (BBB) and once within the CNS, T cells start to 
release pro-inflammatory cytokines such as interferon γ (IFN-γ ), which 
activate the brain-resident microglia. Activated microglia secrete che-
mokines, reactive oxygen species and pro-inflammatory cytokines and 
potentiate the inflammatory reaction within the CNS (Mallucci et al., 
2015). Activated microglia are found widespread in the NAWM, and in 
association with various MS lesion types, such as acute lesions and 
chronic active lesions during the entire MS disease course (Kamma et al., 
2022; O’Loughlin et al., 2018). The factors driving the persistent chronic 
microglial activation found in MS are currently not well understood, but 
potential candidates include the accumulation of iron in extracellular 
space after demyelination and death of oligodendrocytes, and meningeal 
inflammation leading to production of IFN-γ and tumor necrosis factor-α 
(TNF-α ). In addition, fibrin, converted from blood derived fibrinogen, 
can activate microglia (Kamma et al., 2022). 

In this study, we explored associations between early disease-related 
clinical and paraclinical parameters and later TSPO-PET-measurable 
innate immune cell activation in a cohort of patients with relapsing- 
remitting (RR) MS. 

2. Material and methods 

2.1. Study design/procedures 

The study design is presented in Fig. 1. Study protocol included 
concurrent PET-imaging using TSPO-[11C]PK11195 to evaluate micro-
glial activation, 3T MRI and clinical evaluation for disability using 
Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS). In addition, medical records 
were reviewed retrospectively for relevant disease-related parameters. 

2.2. Study participants 

The study participants were recruited from the outpatient clinic of 
the Division of Clinical Neurosciences at the University Hospital of 
Turku, Finland during 2013-2018. The cohort consisted of 37 patients 
with RRMS (32 females). Inclusion criteria included at least 5 years 
disease duration, age 40-55 years and RR disease course at the time of 
enrolment. Exclusion criteria included clinical relapse and/or cortico-
steroid treatment within 30 days of evaluation, gadolinium contrast 
enhancement in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), active neurological 

or autoimmune disease other than MS, another notable comorbidity, 
pregnancy and intolerability to PET or MRI. A group of 14 healthy age- 
matched control participants was imaged for comparison. The study 
protocol was approved by the Ethical Committee of the Hospital District 
of Southwest Finland. A written informed consent form was obtained 
from all participants. The study was conducted according to the prin-
ciples of the Declaration of Helsinki. 

2.3. Retrospectively obtained data 

Medical records were reviewed retrospectively for relevant disease- 
related clinical and paraclinical parameters (Table 1), including num-
ber of T2 lesions in diagnostic MRI, immunoglobulin G (IgG) index in 
diagnostic CSF sample, and EDSS scores at various time points before 
PET-imaging. The quantity of T2 lesions was extracted from original 
MRI reports. Where possible (n = 27, 75 %), an experienced neurora-
diologist re-evaluated the original diagnostic MR-images for an exact 
number of T2 lesions. Original MR-images were not available for all 
patients and image quality was not sufficient in some cases. In these 
cases (n = 9), estimation of T2 lesion number was based on the written 
neuroradiologist report and patients were categorized to the most 
probable of three subgroups (<10, 10-20 or >20 lesions). 

2.4. [11C]PK11195 production and image acquisition 

The radiochemical synthesis of [11C]PK11195 was performed as 
described previously (Rissanen et al., 2018, 2014). The mean injected 
dose was 489 ± 13 MBq (mean ± SD) for patients with MS and 487 ± 17 
MBq for the HCs, with no difference between the groups. 

PET was performed with a brain dedicated ECAT High-Resolution 
Research Tomograph scanner (CTI/Siemens) with an intrinsic spatial 
resolution of approximately 2.5 mm. First, a 6-min transmission scan for 
attenuation correction was obtained using a 137Cs point source, and then 
a 60-min dynamic imaging was started simultaneously with the intra-
venous bolus injection of the [11C]PK11195. A thermoplastic mask was 
used to minimize head movements. For anatomic reference, MRI was 
obtained using a 3T Ingenuity TF PET/MR scanner (Philips Healthcare) 
including 3-dimensional (3D) fluid-attenuated inversion recovery 
(FLAIR), 3D-T1, and 3D-T1 with gadolinium enhancement sequences 
(slice thickness 1 mm, FOV=256 × 256 mm, spatial resolution 1 × 1 × 1 

Fig. 1. Study design. This study explored which early clinical and paraclinical parameters would associate with later TSPO-PET measurable microglial activation.  
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mm, acquisition matrix 256 × 256 mm). For most of the patients (n=32, 
86 %), MRI and PET were performed on the same day. For four patients, 
the time gap between PET and MRI was 1-8 days and in one patient, the 
time gap was somewhat longer (32 days). 

2.5. PET post-processing and analysis 

PET-images were reconstructed using 17-time frames and the dy-
namic data were then smoothed using a Gaussian 2.5-mm post- 
reconstruction filter as described previously (Rissanen et al., 2018, 
2014). Possible displacements between frames were corrected using 
mutual information realignment in SPM8. Finally, all images were 
co-registered with concurrent T1 MRI. 

Regions of interest (ROI) masks for T2 hyperintense and T1 hypo-
intense lesions were created based on MR-images performed concur-
rently with TSPO-PET. A semi-automated method by the Lesion 
Segmentation Tool (Schmidt et al., 2012) with manual slice by slice 
correction was used as described previously (Rissanen et al., 2018). 
Freesurfer 5.3 software was used for segmenting cortical grey matter 
(GM), white matter (WM) and thalamus as previously reported (Rissa-
nen et al., 2014). The NAWM ROI was created by removing the T2 lesion 
ROI from the WM ROI. The perilesional ROI was created by dilating the 
corresponding T1 lesion ROI mask by six voxels and then removing the 
core and 3-voxel area surrounding the core from it. 

Microglial activation was evaluated as specific binding of [11C] 
PK11195 using distribution volume ratio (DVR) in prespecified ROIs: 
NAWM, T1 lesions, T2 lesions, perilesional NAWM, cortical GM and 
thalamus. To reduce the partial volume effects from cortex and ventri-
cles, 1 mm area was eroded from NAWM ROI at the borders of cortical 
and subcortical GM, and periventricular area. DVRs were estimated as 
previously described (Rissanen et al., 2018). 

2.6. Statistical analysis 

The statistical analyses were performed using R (version 4.1.1). 
Variables are reported as mean ± SD unless otherwise stated. For all 
analyses a p-value < 0.05 was considered statistically significant. 

Associations between each variable (Table 1) and DVR values of 
prespecified ROIs were analyzed. Wilcoxon rank-sum test was used in 
initial comparisons between categorical variables and DVRs. Holm 
adjustment was used for p-values, if more than two groups were 
compared. Spearman correlations were used to assess such relationships 
regarding the ordinal and continuous variables. 

Patients were classified into subgroups according to the number of 
T2 lesions in the diagnostic MRI (<10, 10-20 and >20 lesions) and EDSS 
at five years after diagnosis (<2.0 and ≥2.0). EDSS score 2.0 was chosen 
to represent early disability accumulation as it is the first EDSS score 
indicating disability in one functional area, whereas EDSS scores <2.0 
point out that only abnormal signs not leading to disability are observed 
in neurological examination. 

To adjust the results for confounding factors, multiple linear 
regression model was used for continuous variables of interest and 
analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was used for categorical variables of 
interest. Used covariates were time until treatment initiation (≥3 years 
or <3 years from diagnosis), treatment before imaging, age at imaging, 
disease duration (from diagnosis) at imaging and sex. As there was only 
one patient without treatment, treatment before imaging was catego-
rized into two groups: no treatment or moderate-efficacy (interferons, 
glatiramer acetate, teriflunomide, dimethyl fumarate, fingolimod) and 
high-efficacy treatment (natalizumab) (Scolding et al., 2015). In pair-
wise comparisons (ANCOVA, multiple linear regression model), the 
p-values were adjusted using Tukey’s method. 

2.7. Data availability 

Anonymized data not published within the article will be shared over 
the next three years upon a request from a qualified investigator. 

3. Results 

3.1. Demographic and clinical characteristics of participants 

The study cohort included 37 RRMS-patients and 14 healthy controls 
(age 47.8 ± 3.8 vs. 45.8 ± 6.8 years, respectively, p = 0.15). The MS- 
cohort had 12.2 ± 5 years disease duration and 2.8 ± 0.8 EDSS at the 
time of PET-imaging (Table 2). Median time from first symptoms to 
diagnostic MRI was 167 days (range 0-4489 days) and from diagnostic 
MRI to PET-imaging 13.2 years (range 5.6-25.6 years). All except one 
MS-patient had used disease-modifying treatment (DMT) prior to PET- 
imaging. Thirteen patients (35 %) had used more than one DMT. Pa-
tients had used mainly moderate-efficacy DMTs and only four patients 
(11 %) had used high-efficacy DMT (natalizumab) (Table 2). 
Natalizumab-treated patients had a higher median annualized relapse 
rate (ARR) during the time period between disease onset and PET- 
imaging compared to patients who had not used high-efficacy treat-
ment (0.51 vs. 0.30, p = 0.029), but otherwise there were no differences 
in the retrospectively inspected parameters or demographic factors. 
Patients had been on average 31 % of the follow-up period on natali-
zumab treatment. The DVR values reflecting TSPO-binding and micro-
glial activation were significantly higher in MS-patients compared to 
HCs in the NAWM and thalamus (p = 0.039 and p = 0.017, respectively), 
but not in cortical GM (Fig. 2). Patients who had used natalizumab prior 
to PET-imaging had a higher DVR in the perilesional NAWM (1.24 vs. 
1.18, p = 0.033) and a lower DVR in the cortical GM (1.20 vs. 1.24, p =
0.025) compared to patients who had not used high-efficacy DMTs. In 
other studied ROIs there were no differences in the DVRs between these 
subgroups. 

Table 1 
Retrospectively inspected parameters.    

Missing data 

Age at diagnosis, mean (SD) 35.7 (5.9) - 
EDSS at diagnosis 1.5 (1–2) 7 (19 %) 
EDSS at 5 years after diagnosis 2 (1–2.5) 8 (22 %) 

Relapse characteristics 
Type of first symptoms  4 (11 %) 
Optic neuritis 10 (30 %)  
Spinal onset 7 (21 %)  
Supratentorial onset 4 (12 %)  
Infratentorial onset 12 (36 %)  
Motor, cerebellar or bladder/bowel onset 17 (46 %) - 
Multifocal onset 10 (27 %) - 
Fully recovered from first relapse 18 (51 %) 2 (5 %) 
Number of relapses 0-2 years after diagnosis 2 (1–3) - 
Time between 1st and 2nd relapse at most 2 years 27 (79 %) 3 (8 %) 

CSF findings at diagnosis 
IgG index 0.81 

(0.61–1.27) 
2 (5 %) 

MRI findings at diagnosis 
Gadolinium enhancement at diagnosis 15 (47 %) 5 (14 %) 
Number of T2 lesions at diagnosis 10 (6-18) 9 (24 %) 
Grouped number of T2 lesions at diagnosis  1 (3 %) 
<10 14 (39 %)  
10–20 16 (44 %)  
>20 6 (17 %)  

Treatment initiation 
Time from diagnosis to treatment (days) 64.0 (28.5–375) 1 (3 %) 
Time from first symptoms to treatment (days) 536 (240–1399) 1 (3 %) 
DMT initiation within 3 years from diagnosis 32 (87 %) - 

Data was collected from medical records retrospectively. Continuous variables 
are presented as median (IQR) and categorical variables as number of patients 
(%), unless otherwise mentioned. CSF = cerebral spinal fluid, DMT = disease 
modifying treatment, EDSS = Expanded Disability Status Scale, IgG = immu-
noglobulin G. 
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3.2. Number of T2 lesions at the time of diagnosis associates with later 
TSPO-[11C]PK11195 uptake in the NAWM, perilesional NAWM, T1 
lesions and thalamus 

The median (interquartile range) number of T2 lesions per 27 

original diagnostic MRI scan was 10 (6–18). Higher number of T2 lesions 
in diagnostic MRI correlated with higher DVR in perilesional NAWM (r 
= 0.4, p = 0.036), T1 lesions (r = 0.41, p = 0.029) and thalamus (r =
0.52, p = 0.004; Fig. 3). 

When confounding factors were considered in multiple linear 
regression, higher number of T2 lesions in diagnostic MRI associated 
with later higher DVR in the NAWM (p = 0.020), in perilesional NAWM 
(p = 0.045) and in the thalamus (p = 0.006; Fig. 4) but the association 
between the number of T2 lesions and T1 lesion DVR was abrogated. T2 
lesion DVR nor cortical GM DVR correlated with the number of T2 le-
sions, and no association was observed after multiple regression 
modelling either. 

Patients (n = 36, 97 %) were then grouped according to the number 
of T2 lesions: <10 lesions (14 patients, 39 %), 10-20 lesions (16 patients, 
41 %) or >20 lesions (6 patients, 17 %). In all studied ROIs except the 
cortical GM, the average DVRs were somewhat higher in patients with 
>20 lesions compared to patients with <10 lesions, although the dif-
ference reached statistical significance only in the thalamus (Table 3). 
However, when the confounding factors were considered in ANCOVA 
modelling, patients with >20 lesions had significantly higher DVR in the 
NAWM, perilesional NAWM and thalamus compared to the patients with 
<10 lesions (Fig. 5). Estimated differences between the groups were 
0.066 in the NAWM (p = 0.006), 0.090 in perilesional NAWM (p =
0.011) and 0.117 in thalamus (p = 0.005). Similar results were observed 
for DVRs in the NAWM and the perilesional NAWM between patients 
with >20 lesions and patients with 10-20 lesions. Estimated differences 
between the groups were 0.064 in NAWM (p = 0.005) and 0.072 in 
perilesional NAWM (p = 0.041). Additionally, DVR in the thalamus was 
higher in the patients with 10-20 lesions compared to the patients with 
<10 lesions (estimated difference 0.063, p = 0.039; Fig. 5). T1 and T2 
lesion DVRs and cortical GM DVR did not differ significantly between 
the different T2 lesion groups, when multiple comparison corrections 
and modelling with confounding factors were considered. 

3.3. IgG index at the time of MS diagnosis associates with later TSPO- 
[11C]PK11195 uptake in the NAWM 

IgG index at diagnosis was available for 35 patients and was elevated 
(> 0.6) in 29 (83 %) patients. Higher IgG index correlated with higher 
DVR in the NAWM (r = 0.35, p = 0.039; Fig. 6). However, this associ-
ation did not survive in multiple linear regression (regression estimate 

Table 2 
Demographics of MS-cohort at PET-imaging (n = 37).  

Age (years), mean (SD) 47.8 (3.8) 
Disease duration (years), mean (SD) 12.2 (5) 
Sex, female 32 (87 %) 
Total number of relapses before imaging 5 (3–6) 
ARR 0.32 (0.22–0.44) 
On-treatment relapsesa 25 (69 %) 
EDSS 2.5 (2–3) 
EDSS change from diagnosis to imaginga 1 (1–2) 
MSSS 2.64 (1.80–4.13) 
Time on any treatment (years)a 9.5 (5.9–13.2) 
First DMT 
Interferon beta 29 (78 %) 
Glatiramer acetate 5 (14 %) 
Natalizumab 2 (5 %) 
No treatment ever 1(3 %) 
Used DMTs prior to PET imaging, number of patients 
Interferon beta 32 (86 %) 
Glatiramer acetate 16 (43 %) 
Teriflunomide 11 (30 %) 
Dimethyl fumarate 5 (14 %) 
Fingolimod 6 (16 %) 
Natalizumab 4 (11 %) 
No treatment ever 1 (3 %) 
DMT at PET imaging  
Interferon beta 6 (16 %) 
Glatiramer acetate 3 (8 %) 
Teriflunomide 10 (27 %) 
Dimethyl fumarate 2 (5 %) 
Fingolimod 5 (14 %) 
No treatment 11 (30 %) 

Continuous variables are presented as median (IQR) and categorical variables as 
n (%), unless otherwise mentioned. 
aNumber of patients with missing data: on-treatment relapses 1 (3 %), EDSS 
change from diagnosis to imaging 7 (19 %), time on any treatment 1 (3 %). 
ARR = annualized relapse rate, DMT = Disease modifying treatment, EDSS =
Expanded Disability Status Scale, IQR = interquartile range, MSSS = Multiple 
Sclerosis Severity Score, PET = positron emission tomography, SD = standard 
deviation. 

Fig. 2. TSPO-PET DVR values in MS-patients and healthy controls. MS-patients had significantly higher DVR in the NAWM (A), and thalamus (B) compared to 
healthy controls. The difference in cortical grey matter (C) was not statistically significant. Wilcoxon rank-sum test was used. DVR = distribution volume ratio, GM =
grey matter, NAWM = normal appearing white matter. 
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0.033, p = 0.057). In other studied ROIs, no significant correlations with 
IgG index and DVRs were observed (data not shown). 

3.4. Combined effect of IgG index and number of T2 lesions on TSPO- 
[11C]PK11195 uptake in NAWM 

The strength of IgG index as a predictor of later microglial activation 
in the NAWM was improved (p = 0.048), when both IgG index and the 
number of T2 lesions were added to the regression model with NAWM 
DVR as an outcome, along with the confounding factors. The effect of the 
number of T2 lesions remained significant (p = 0.018). Both variables 
were also significant when the categorized number of T2 lesions was 
added to the model with IgG index and the adjusting variables (Sup-
plemental Table 1). 

3.5. EDSS at 5 years after diagnosis associates with later TSPO-[11C] 
PK11195 uptake in perilesional NAWM 

Mean EDSS was 1.6 ± 1.3 at the time of diagnosis and 2.0 ± 1.2 at 5 
years after diagnosis. Patients were divided into two groups according to 
the EDSS at 5 years after diagnosis. 13 patients had EDSS at most 1.5 (45 

%) and 16 patients had EDSS ≥2.0 (55 %). DVR in the perilesional 
NAWM was higher in patients with EDSS ≥2.0 compared to the patients 
with lower EDSS (1.21 ± 0.07 vs. 1.16 ± 0.06; p = 0.045), and the 
difference remained significant after ANCOVA modelling (p = 0.008; 
Fig. 7). No significant difference in TSPO binding was observed in other 
studied ROIs between EDSS subgroups (data not shown). 

4. Discussion 

This TSPO-PET study indicated that a higher number of T2 lesions in 
MRI at the time of MS diagnosis associates with more pronounced 
microglial activation later during the disease in the NAWM, perilesional 
NAWM and thalamus. In addition, the magnitude of the IgG index 
measured at the time of MS diagnosis associated with later microglial 
activation in the NAWM. More abundant microglial activation was 
observed in patients with EDSS score ≥2.0 (indicating early disability 
accumulation) at five years after diagnosis compared to patients with a 
lower EDSS score. As increased microglial activation is known to asso-
ciate with greater likelihood of later disease progression (Sucksdorff 
et al., 2020), our results demonstrate a potential link of early adaptive 
immune cell activity via microglial activation to later disease 

Fig. 3. Spearman correlations between the number of T2 lesions at diagnosis and later TSPO-PET DVR values (n = 27). In the entire NAWM (A) the correlation did 
not reach statistical significance while in the perilesional NAWM (B), T1 lesions (C) and thalamus (D) later microglial activation correlated with a higher number of 
T2 lesions at diagnosis. DVRr= distribution volume ratio in the TSPO-PET image obtained after follow-up, NAWM = normal appearing white matter, r = Spearman 
correlation coefficient. 
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progression. This comprises both focal acute (T2 lesions) and diffuse and 
more chronic (intrathecal IgG production) adaptive immune cell acti-
vation. Our study suggests that adaptive immune system activation is an 
important driver of the persistent proinflammatory innate immune 
system phenotype in brain (Dendrou et al., 2015; Ransohoff et al., 
2015). 

Increased TSPO-PET-measurable microglial activation in MS brain is 
perceived as an undesirable phenomenon. Several studies indicate that 
TSPO-PET signal increases with advancing MS disease (Debruyne et al., 
2003; Rissanen et al., 2014; Sucksdorff et al., 2020). Increased 
TSPO-binding predicts later disease progression (Sucksdorff et al., 
2020). Microglial/macrophage activation is potentially detrimental 
already early during the disease course, as higher TSPO-binding at 
clinically isolated syndrome increased the subsequent risk of clinically 
definite MS during a 2-year follow-up (Giannetti et al., 2015). 

Thalamus-related pathology has been observed to predict progres-
sion in MS (Azevedo et al., 2018; Magon et al., 2020). This may be 
partially driven by pathology in those white matter tracts that lead to the 
respective areas of the thalamus (Banati et al., 2000; Herranz et al., 
2016; Rissanen et al., 2014; Sucksdorff et al., 2020). In our study, 
abundant focal inflammation in early disease was associated with later 
higher thalamic DVR values. Recently we showed that thalamic micro-
glial activation is a predictor of later MS disease progression (Misin 
et al., 2022). Hence, our results are in line with previous studies asso-
ciating thalamic atrophy and microglial activation with later disease 
progression. 

The association between early high T2 lesion burden and later 

prominent microglial activation observed here was not entirely unex-
pected. T2 lesion burden in early disease has been shown to correlate 
with higher probability of later disability development and conversion 
to progressive disease (Fisniku et al., 2008; Uher et al., 2017). Large 
real-life register studies demonstrate that high-efficacy treatment, 
particularly when initiated soon after MS diagnosis prevents later dis-
ease progression (Bergamaschi et al., 2016; Brown et al., 2019; Iaffal-
dano et al., 2021). We can hypothesize that efficient treatments, which 
block the adaptive immune cell entry into the CNS, reduce the overall 
inflammatory burden and innate immune cell activation, and might 
thereby delay or even prevent progression. 

Our results suggest that elevated IgG index at diagnosis might have 
an impact on later disease course, as more widespread microglial acti-
vation associated with higher IgG index. Interestingly, recent studies 
suggest that CSF factors, such as IgG, may drive microglial activation 
(Fadda et al., 2019). Our observation of the association of a high CSF IgG 
index with increased microglial activation in the NAWM surrounding 
ventricles is in line with this (Mahajan et al., 2020). Increased produc-
tion of intrathecal immunoglobulin by plasma cells, as well as high T2 
lesion number, may reflect high early diffuse inflammatory burden. 
Instead of residing (solely) in the acute focal white matter lesions, 
plasma cells likely represent more diffuse CNS inflammation for example 
in meninges and perivascular spaces. Predictive value of IgG index in MS 
progression is controversial, as in some, but not all, studies higher IgG 
index has been associated with SPMS conversion (Izquierdo G et al., 
2002). CSF immunoglobulin M (IgM) concentration might be a better 
biomarker than IgG for active inflammatory process in MS (Mailand and 

Fig. 4. The effect of the number of T2 lesions on regional brain DVR values according to a multiple linear regression model. Higher number of T2 lesions in 
diagnostic MRI associated with later higher DVR value in the NAWM (regression estimate 0.0015 indicates that NAWM DVR increases 0.0015 units per one additional 
T2 lesion), in perilesional NAWM (regression estimate 0.0018) and in the thalamus (regression estimate 0.0032). The red dots represent the regression estimates and 
red lines represent the confidence intervals. Time until treatment initiation (≥3 years or <3 years from diagnosis), treatment before PET-imaging (no/moderate- 
efficacy treatment or high-efficacy treatment), age and disease duration at PET-imaging, and sex were used as covariates in the multiple linear regression model. 
DVR = distribution volume ratio, GM = grey matter, NAWM = normal appearing white matter. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, 
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Table 3 
Average DVR values of MS-patients grouped according to number of T2 lesions and in healthy controls.  

Region of interest Number of T2 lesions p-value HC p-value 

<10 10–20 >20 <10 vs. 10-20 <10 vs. 
>20 

10–20 vs. >20 HC vs. <10 HC vs. 10–20 HC vs. 
>20 

NAWM 1.20 (0.03) 1.20 (0.04) 1.26 (0.05) 0.8 0.051 0.059 1.18 (0.03) 0.17 0.088 0.012* 
Perilesional NAWM 1.17 (0.05) 1.19 (0.05) 1.25 (0.08) 0.3 0.053 0.2 - - - - 
T1 lesions 1.13 (0.11) 1.15 (0.09) 1.24 (0.07) 0.5 0.032 0.021 - - - - 
T2 lesions 1.14 (0.09) 1.15 (0.09) 1.22 (0.06) 0.6 0.041 0.049 - - - - 
Cortical GM 1.24 (0.03) 1.23 (0.04) 1.25 (0.05) 0.5 0.8 0.4 1.22 (0.02) 0.2 0.5 0.5 
Thalamus 1.29 (0.06) 1.36 (0.08) 1.39 (0.05) 0.009* 0.005* 0.4 1.28 (0.06) 0.8 0.011* 0.003* 

*= remains statistically significant at a level of p < 0.05 (Wilcoxon rank-sum test) after Holm adjustment for multiple (n = 3) comparisons. 
The variables are presented as mean (SD). DVR = distribution volume ratio, GM = grey matter, HC = healthy control, NAWM = normal appearing white matter, SD =
standard deviation 
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Frederiksen, 2020). Unfortunately, data about IgM concentrations was 
not available for patients included in the present study. 

In previous large epidemiological studies, early disability accumu-
lation, male sex, older age at diagnosis, relapse characteristics and 
relapse rate have predicted more severe disease course (Confavreux and 
Vukusic, 2006; Scalfari et al., 2014; Tremlett et al., 2008). Similarly, in 

our study a higher EDSS at 5 years after diagnosis associated with more 
pronounced microglial activation later during disease in perilesional 
NAWM, which has been linked in our earlier study to disease 

Fig. 5. The estimated means of DVR values in NAWM, perilesional NAWM and thalamus according to the number of T2 lesions at diagnosis. In the NAWM (A) and 
perilesional NAWM (B), the group with >20 lesions had significantly higher DVR values compared to the group with 10–20 and <10 lesions. In thalamus (C), the 
group with 10–20 lesions and >20 lesions had significantly higher DVR values compared to the group with <10 lesions. ANCOVA was used in the modelling and time 
until treatment initiation (≥3 years or <3 years from diagnosis), treatment before PET-imaging (no/moderate-efficacy treatment or high-efficacy treatment), age and 
disease duration at PET-imaging and sex were used as covariates. ANCOVA = analysis of covariance, DVR = distribution volume ratio, NAWM = normal appearing 
white matter. 

Fig. 6. Spearman correlation between IgG index and later DVR value in the 
NAWM. Higher IgG index in the diagnostic CSF sample correlated with a higher 
DVR value in the NAWM in a TSPO-PET image obtained after follow-up. DVR =
distribution volume ratio, IgG = immunoglobulin G, NAWM = normal 
appearing white matter, r = Spearman correlation coefficient. 

Fig. 7. The estimated means of DVR values in perilesional NAWM according to 
EDSS values 5 years from diagnosis. DVR values in the perilesional NAWM were 
higher in patients with EDSS at least 2.0 compared to the patients with EDSS 
less than 2.0. ANCOVA was used in the modelling, and time until treatment 
initiation (≥3 years or <3 years from diagnosis), treatment before PET-imaging 
(no/moderate-efficacy treatment or high-efficacy treatment), age and disease 
duration at PET-imaging, and sex were used as covariates. ANCOVA = analysis 
of covariance, DVR = distribution volume ratio, EDSS = Expanded Disability 
Status Scale, NAWM = normal appearing white matter. 
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progression (Sucksdorff et al., 2020). 
Our study has some limitations. Information on potential prognos-

ticators were obtained from medical records and the unavoidable 
missing data may have weakened the statistical power of certain ana-
lyses. The quality and resolution of the diagnostic MRI scans varied 
depending on MRI camera.Exact number of T2 lesions was calculated 
from the diagnostic MRI scans, which were not available for all patients. 
In nine patients, the number of T2 lesions was estimated from neuro-
radiology reports to classify patients to T2 lesion subgroups. The 
possible difference between counted and estimated T2 numbers might 
have influenced the results presented in Fig. 5. However, similar results 
were obtained in other analyses, where exact numbers of T2 lesions were 
used. In addition, sizes of individual lesions or total lesion load at the 
time of diagnosis could not be considered as a potential prognosticator, 
although there can be wide variation in the size of lesions. We used the 
first generation TSPO-ligand [11C]PK11195 for assessment of smoul-
dering inflammation. This ligand has limitations such as limited affinity 
to the target compared to second-generation TSPO-ligands. The benefits 
of using this ligand, however, include a well-validated post-processing 
and image analysis methods, no necessity of patient genotyping for 
ligand binding affinity evaluation, and substantial clinical imaging 
experience in MS (Giannetti et al., 2014; Politis et al., 2012; Rissanen 
et al., 2018, 2014; Sucksdorff et al., 2019; Turkheimer et al., 2007). In 
addition, it is important to consider the possible partial volume effect 
especially in small or narrow ROIs such as cortical GM. 

The inclusion of study participants was limited by age and disease 
duration to obtain a clinically homogenous cohort of late stage RRMS- 
patients with potential variability in CNS glial pathology. However, as 
the study population represents a real-life cohort, most patients were 
using or had used various DMTs. We cannot exclude the possible effect 
of heterogeneous DMTs on innate immune cell activation, but this aspect 
and other possible confounding factors were carefully taken into ac-
count in our analyses and in interpretation of the results (Scalfari et al., 
2014; Tremlett et al., 2008; Uher et al., 2017). 

5. Conclusions 

In summary, our results highlight the importance of early inflam-
matory events in development of later progression-related pathology. 
We plan to continue the follow-up of the present cohort to evaluate their 
later disease course (NCT03134716, ClinicalTrials.gov). Several 
register-based studies highlight the importance of early initiation of 
high-efficacy DMTs (Brown et al., 2019; Harding et al., 2019; Iaffaldano 
et al., 2021) which prevent relapses and focal MRI activity efficiently. 
According to our study, especially patients with high IgG index and T2 
lesion burden at diagnosis should be treated early and effectively, to 
prevent later microglial activation and disease progression. Until better, 
CNS pathology-targeting treatments are available, we strongly recom-
mend the early effective treatment principle for the long-term benefit of 
MS-patients. 
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